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A Value-Priced Spanish-English Dictionary for Students Ideal for English and Spanish speakers, this

bidirectional dictionary defines the core vocabularies of Latin-American Spanish and American

English. Over 40,000 entries and 50,000 translations Spanish-to-English and English-to-Spanish

sections Conjugation of Spanish Verbs Irregular English Verbs Value-priced or budget-conscious

parents and teachers
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The editors of Merriam-Webster have been creating dictionaries and other language reference

works to the highest standards of quality and reliability since 1847.

This is a pretty good dictionary, as a student it has helped me out quite a bit when I've needed it. It

is a lot more comprehensive than the few copies of what my school has which I found too be too

basic and lacking a lot of words. This book has pretty much everything you'd need to know and as a

High School student I feel that it gets the job done.I think the $4 price point is great for this book as

well. Overall, it's a good sized dictionary and it contains a lot of definitions. In all honesty, if you're

searching for a basic beginning Spanish-English Dictionary, look no further. This is best book out

there for the price no doubt.



This is exactly what we needed. Not huge and bulky, not every single word in the language, but

certainly complete and enough to get him started in middle school Spanish. Easy to read, words not

crammed onto the page, easy to lookup words in both languages. Excellent purchase.

Price is right for this book. Bought it for my 7 yrs old daughter who is in a 2 way program in school

(Spanish/English). At first when I opened it I thought I made a mistake by not ordering the correct

dictionary. I thought this only comes in Spanish with translation in English, but halfway as I flipped

through there's an English with Spanish translation. Really good price!

This book helped me to master my fluency in English after being raised speaking only Spanish. This

dictionary is organized clearly and is extreme easy to find the word you are looking for. A great

supplement to any professional reading library.

great

I agree that this is a very handy and useful book. I have the 9th printing from 8/2013 (called the

2013 edition on the copyright page) but it still doesn't use the new orthography rules of the Real

Academia EspaÃƒÂ±ola from 2010. Most importantly, this edition uses accents in one syllable

words, contrary to the new rules. For example, guÃƒÂÃƒÂ³n (screenplay, hyphen), riÃƒÂ³ (he

laughed) etc. The accents that are used to make distinctions in meaning from the unaccented form,

like in sÃƒÂ, quÃƒÂ©, dÃƒÂ©, etc, are still in use.

I love it.. It's amazing! It has just about every word you could think of in here. It's big and filled with

tons of great resources..I bought two books previously from another brand and they both were crap.

To the point, where I don't even use them. And instead wasted money. But this was great! Def

would recommend.

This does everything my daughter needs it to do for freshman spanish. I do fee that by purchasing

one that was was rated as being in new condition, getting it with several first pages missing and torn

from the upper right hand corner disappointed me. I mean seriously disclose the damage people.

The price is acceptable for damage to a book. I just could've spent a little more and got a brand dow

one from the dollar store.Overall I am happy it does want it needs to. Just wish sellers disclosed



damages like missing paper.
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